I. WEBSITE COOKIES POLICY

I.1

USING GUIDE FOR SETT ING COOKIES POLICY S ECTION AND BANNER

NOTICE ABOUT ITS USE

Since the amendment of the Article 22 of the LSSI (April 2012) the holder of a Spanish web domain that uses
cookies must:
•

insert into the menu of the website a section on ‘ Cookies Policy”.

•

alert the users who access to the website about the use of the cookies.

1º, insert into the menu of the website a section on ‘ Cookies Policy”:
To finish drawing up the Cookies Policy document and post it on the site, the holder of the domain (in reality,
the web master) should review and complete the column 'Purpose' of cookies on the table that is at the end
of the document. The possible values of cookies on the Purpose are: 'Required', 'Functional' or 'Advertising
and third party cookies”.:
a.

Required Cookies are cookies strictly necessary such as those that serve for proper navigation
or to allow payment for goods or services requested by the user, or cookies that serve to ensure
that the content of the web page loads effectively services.

b.

Functional cookies (analytical) are cookies that allow us to analyze the use of the Site, so that
we can measure and improve performance.

c.

Advertising and Third Party cookies are used by social networks, or external plug-in content as
well as Google maps cookies advertising companies to publish ads relevant to their interests.

It is also recommended to check the expiration date of cookies; information which DGE DATA consultants have
defined according to the own characteristics of the cookies views on the website.
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2º, Alert the users who access to the website about the use of cookies.:

Very important on cookies policy: As modified by the LSSI (April 2012), the user must consent the cookies
policy used by the website, so when a user accesses on our site he must receive a warning message about the
cookies policy (usually is a fixed pop up, banner in the header, etc.) through which users are informed that our
site uses cookies..
The referred text of 'warning notice' could be:
'Please note that we use own and third party cookies to offer a better service, according to your browsing
habits. If you continue browsing, we consider that you accept their use. You can read our Cookies Policy here
https://begraph.net/legal/cookies_eng.pdf

You can see examples of configuring these 'warnings' in the following link:: www.dge.es (if not appeared

warning banner at the website header of www.dge.es you may delete stored cookies from the browser
menu to force his re activation
)
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I.2 COOKIES POLICY

–

Domain www.begraph.net uses automatic collection procedures (cookies) in order to gather personal
information such as the browser type or operating system, reference page, path, domain ISP (Internet Service
Provider), etc. all in order to improve the services provided. Cookies help us to tailor this website to your
personal needs.
A "Cookie" is a small file that is stored on the user's computer and allows us to recognize it. The set of "cookies"
help us to improve the quality of our website, allowing us to personalize each user browsing through our
website. Cookies are now essential to the functioning of Internet, providing many advantages in delivering
interactive services, navigation and usability of our website.
Please note that cookies cannot damage your computer and if they are activated then they help us to identify
and resolve errors and improve the navigability of our website.

Types of cookies:
For more information about typology and use of cookies we inform you:
I. Taking into account the duration of the cookie (the time that the cookie is active in our hardware) we can
differentiate the following cookies:
a. Session Cookies: These are temporary cookies that remain in the cookie file of your browser until you
leave the site; these cookies are not recorded on the hard drive of the user. The information
collected by these cookies is used to analyze traffic patterns on the website. Ultimately, this allows us
to provide a better experience to improve the content and improve usability.
b. Permanent cookies: These are stored on the hard drive and our website reads them every time you
make a return visit. A permanent cookie has a specific expiration date. The cookie will stop working
after that date. We use them generally to facilitate the purchase and registration services.
II. Taking into account the use of cookies we can distinguish between:
a. Required Cookies: are cookies strictly necessary such as those that serve for proper navigation or to
allow payment for goods or services requested by the user, or cookies that serve to ensure that the
content of the web page loads effectively services.

Within the category of required cookies you can also find cookies for the following purposes:
-To allow communication between the user equipment and the network.
- To provide a service explicitly requested by the user.
In both cases we inform you that the information and the user's consent to the installation of the referred
cookies are mandatory. Specifically, according to the Working Group of Experts from the EU, Article 29 of
its opinion 4/20123, it has interpreted the exception among those cookies would aim to:

✓
✓
✓
✓

"User access" cookies
Cookies for authentication or user identification (session only)
User security cookies
Cookies to login media player
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✓
✓
✓

session cookies for load balancing
Cookies to customize the user interface
Complement -cookies (plug-in) to share social content.

For other Required Cookies which are not included in the above cases, the prior information and the user
consent are required.
b.

Functional Cookies: These are cookies that help the user to have a better experience of navigating
the site. An example of using this type of cookies are those used to store the browsing data of a
particular language.

c.

Analytical Cookies: are cookies that allow us to analyze the use of the Site, so that we can measure
and improve performance.

d.

Advertising and Third Party cookies: Those used by social networks, or external plug-in content as
well as Google maps cookies, advertising companies to publish relevant ads to their interests.

NEXT LIMIT ALPHA, S.L. keeps all the information collected through cookies in a non-customized format (IP
address). This type of information obtained through cookies will not be disclosed outside of NEXT LIMIT
ALPHA, S.L., neither for unsolicited communications.

Appropriate privacy and cookie management:
If the user wanted to, the registration of cookies may be subject to its acceptance during the installation or
update of browser used. The user may at any time revoke its acceptance by the configuration options of
contents and privacy available in each browser. However, if the user does not permit the installation of
cookies on the browser it may be unable to access to some sections of our website.
For more information about the appropriate configuration of cookies and activation options, restriction and
or disable them, you should check the help section of your browser to learn more:
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

More information about how to block use of cookies in en Google Chrome
More information about how to block use of cookies in en Firefox
More information about how to block use of cookies in en Internet Explorer
More information about how to block use of cookies in en Safari
More information about how to block use of cookies in en Blackberry
More information about how to block use of cookies in en WindowsPhone

Most browsers allow you to turn a private mode in which cookies are always deleted after your visit.
Depending on the particular browser this private mode can have different names. Below you find a list of the
most common browsers and different names for this "private mode":

•

Internet Explorer 8 and later versions; InPrivate

•

Safari 2 and later versions; Navegación Privada

•

Opera 10.5 and later versions; Navegación Privada

•

FireFox 3.5 and later versions; Navegación Privada
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•

Google Chrome 10 and later versions; Incógnito

List and description of cookies:
The table below shows the cookies described above and used in the website NEXT LIMIT ALPHA, S.L.:
Cookie Name

Cookie Domain

_icl_current_language

www.begraph.net

Expiration
(session,
permanent)
1 day

cookieconsent_dismissed
_ga

ww.begraph.net
ww.begraph.net

1 year
2 years

_gat

ww.begraph.net

10 minutes since
creation
or
modification

1P_JAR

www.google.es

1 month

APISID

www.google.es

2 years

CONSENT
HSID, SAPISID, SID, SSID

www.google.es
www.google.es

2 years
2 years

NID

www.google.es

6 months

Use of cookie
(Required-Functional-third
parties/Publicity)
Cookie to remember the language
selection.
Detects acceptance of cookies
Analytics Cookies (Google Analytics): Uses
an anonymous identifier to distinguish
anonymous users and perform analysis on
user interactions in the application in
order to optimize the services offered
Analytics Cookies (Analytics): Used to
differentiate between the different
tracking objects created in the session.
The cookie is created by loading the
javascript library and there is no previous
version of the _gat cookie. The cookie is
updated every time you submit the data
to Google Analytics.
Google Cookie. These cookies are used to
collect statistics from the website and
track conversion rates
These cookies are used by Google to store
user preferences and information while
viewing pages with Google Maps on them.
Google Cookie
Cookie created by Google that is used to
customize the ads displayed on Google
services, such as Google search, especially
when you are not logged on to Google.
Google may transmit this information to
third parties when As required by law, or
when these third parties transmit
information on Google's account.
Cookie created by Google that is used to
customize the ads displayed on Google
services, such as Google search, especially
when you are not logged on to Google.
Google may transmit this information to
third parties when As required by law, or
when these third parties transmit
information on Google's account.
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▪

▪
▪

To learn more about Google Analytics cookies you can visit the following page:
https://www.google.com/analytics/learn/privacy.html?hl=en You can deactivate Google Analytics cookies
through the following link: https://tools.google.com/dlpage/gaoptout
On this website you will find information on how behavioral advertising works, information about cookies and
the steps you can take to protect your privacy on the Internet: http://www.youronlinechoices.com/es/
For more information about cookies and your rights as user you can read the Guidelines on the use of cookies
prepared by the Spanish Data Protection Agency:
https://www.agpd.es/portalwebAGPD/canaldocumentacion/publicaciones/common/Guias/Guia_Cookies.pdf
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